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A brightly-colored concept book based on opposites and superlatives, with foldout flaps to illustrate

progressions.
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I guess I should have read the description of the fold out pages more carefully. I just ordered on a

whim. The book is cute and my toddler loves it. However for a board book it's difficult to manage the

folding out sections on each page for a young person. They are easily folded the wrong way and it

makes it a little difficult to read. I think that this would work great for 3 years or older.

Wonderful book! My 1 year absolutely loves it. It's long enough for him to read for a few minutes

without loosing his attention. It's heavy weight material too so it withstands all the the tossing around

that it gets.

My son saw this book on the back of the Curious George goodnight book so we had to have it. He

enjoys it, flipping pages, asking me what the fold out areas mean. Pages are a little flimsy but we

still love George so I'll overlook that tiny flaw.

I got mine used as kids damage books fast at age 3 , but buying  I knew it couldn't resell in bad or

unexceptable condition...my son is now 7 and it will be handed down too little baby brother.... love



curious george ...

Fun book. It has fold out flaps to show differences. It is a great teaching tool for kids. My daughter

loves Curious George and the pictures are fantastic. I'm very happy with this purchase, we have

read it multiple times!

a must for any Curious George loving child! my daughter loves George so I naturally wanted to

incorporate learning George books - she loves these books (the series). they are simple but sweet

and fun to learn with.

This book was an instant hit with my 4-yr-old nephew, he stopped opening Christmas presents,

ignored the pile of unopened gifts next to him and went through all the pages of this book, opening

each fold-out page and carefully closing it again. He did them all about three times before he could

be convinced to go back to opening presents.

My son enjoys watching George so for Christmas I decided to get him a set of curious george

books. This book was a great choice.
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